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Summary

We have studied two large crystals of Bismuth Ger-
manate (BGO) with sources and in a pion beam. The
response and uniformity have been investigated with sev-
eral types of reflectors. The temperature dependance of
the emitted light was determined, as well as the timing
resolution. As the crystal is intended to be part of a large
array with very good energy resolution in the detection
of high energy gamma rays and electrons, uniformities of
better than 0.5% are required. Various methods to achieve
this will be discussed.

Introduction

The last few years have seen the development and use
of the new inorganic scintillator BGO[1] (Bismuth Ger-
manate, Bu Ge3 O12) with very good properties as a
calorimeter[2-4] for charged and neutral particles. Its main
advantage compared to other inorganic scintillators is its
short radiation length making possible compact detectors
with great stopping power.

At our laboratory we have started the design of a seg-
mented gamma-ray detector with very good energy resolu-
tion, position infoimalion and high efficiency for photons
in the 10 to 300 MeV energy range. At the present time
the best energy resolution for a detector of this type has
been achieved with a Nal(Tl) crystal of large volume[5].

After performing Monte Carlo simulations of the shower
developed following the passage of a photon in a solid, it
becomes clear that to achieve f,ood energy resolution, with
or without segmentation, it is crucial to have a very high
level of uniformity of response of the scintillator. That is,
the light, output must folio" the energy loss, independently
of the ngion[(J] in the scintillator. This effect is the main
contribution to the final resolution of a photon detector in
this I'lit'ruy range. This was then the main motivation of
this work.

For large scintillators, which are not segmented, it is
very difficult to determine this response, and a new ex-
perimental method making use of Cosmic Ray Muons and
Computed Tomography has been developed[7] and shown
to hi- (]uite succesful in reproducing experimental resolu-
tion curves.

A particular problem of BGO is its high index of re-
fraction (n=2.13) which reduces the amount of light, that
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escapes the crystal, and for this reason we chose a trape-
zoidal shape for the elements in the array to constitute
the detector, as it was shown[8] that it increases the light
output.

Several tests with sources and in a pion beam have been
performed and will be described in the following sections.

Test performed with sources

Two BGO crystals, produced by the Shanghai Institute
of Ceramics, Acadernia Sinica were used. One is a rectan-
gle column of 2 x 2 x 4.2 cm3, with all surfaces polished.
The other is a truncated pyramid with front face of 2 x 2
cm2, a back face of 3x3 cm2 and is 24 cm long, i.e. 21 radi-
ation lengths, a design which will improve significantly the
light extraction. The surfaces of two long opposite sides of
the crystal were roughened. The surfaces of the other two
opposite sides and tlv two ends were polished.

One end of the 2 x 2 x 4.2 cm3 BGO crystal was in opti-
cal contact with the photocathode of a 2" photomultiplier
type EMI S9U7B. We used both a LeCroy QVT multi-
channel analyzer (3001) and an ADC (2249W) to analyze
the output pulses. The results obtained with radioactive
sources are:

1. Using a 137Cs source, the relative light output from
the BGO crystal is about 19% of that from a Nal(Tl)
crystal of 4 cm^x3 cm.

2. The effect on the energy resolution for several reflector
configurations is given in Table I.

3. A good linearity of light response at low energy and
an approximate relation:

AE/E = 12%

were obtained using several sources (60Co, J-'Na,
137Cs, etc.)

4. A timing resolution of <r=lns was obtained, using 7-7
coincidence (fin(~'o) between this counter and a plastic
scintillation counter of 3 cm^xl.27 cm.

Table I Energy resolution

reflector configuration AE/F,(%)

crystal without reflector 1(3.5
white reflectance (MgO) coating 15.4
white reflectance coating and covered 15.0
by Aluminium mylar and Black paper



For the large truncated pyramid BGO crystal, we mea-
sured the temperature dependence of the light output
and the bulk uniformity of the scintillation efficiency. The
larger polished end (3x3 cm2) of this crystal was in optical
contact with a photomultiplier of type XP-2230, the other
five surfaces of the BGO crystal were coated with white re-
flector (MgO) and were covered by Aluminized mylar and
black paper.

When the temperature of a BGO crystal rises (while the
temperature of the photomultiplier is kept constant), the
light output decreases, the temperature dependence of the
output amplitude was measured as —0.9%/ °C between 5
to 40°C (Fig. 1). This is consistent with previous measure-
ments^], but not with reference^ 0].

The output spectra, irradiating with collimated y rays
(137Cs, 60Co) at different positions along the 24 cm side
of the BGO crystal were measured. The nonuniformity of
the output amplitude is quite small (1%) over the whole
region except a small segment about 2 cm near the small
end (2x2 cm2) of this crystal (Fig. 2, 3). These results are
comparable with that measured by using cosmic rays[ll].
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of light output in
BGO crystal.
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Fig. 2. Peak position of a 137Cs spectrum as a fuction
of source position (reflector at small end)
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Fig. 3. Peak position of a 60Co spectrum as a fuction
of source position (reflector at small end).

Tests in pion beam

We tested the truncated pyramid BGO in a pion beam
line at TRIUMF at a momentum of 265 MeV/c using a
scintillation telescope consisting of a 1 x lcm2 plastic scin-
tillator standing before and a 2 x 2 cm2 plastic scintillator
behind the BGO to define a charged particle beam going
through the crystal, which could be moved remotely along
the 24 cm side. As the energy loss of the charged particle
inside the scintillator is proportional to the thickness of the
BGO crystal at different measured positions, we reduced
the output pulse spectra to that of a unit thickness (1 cm)
BGO crystal. We obtained similar results (Fig. 4) as in the
measurements using radioactive sources (Fig. 2 and 3).
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Fig. 4. Peak position of a spectrum of a pion beam
traversing the crystal, as a fuction of beam position
(reflector at small end).

Improvements in uniformity

We believe that the rise of the light output at the small
segment near the small end of BGO crystal, which we have
mentioned both in source and beam measurements, is pro-
duced by the reflection inside the crystal at the small end
surface. We tried to improve the bulk uniformity by chang-
ing the reflector there. The reflector of the other surfaces



Table II Correction for the output uniformity.

Reflector at
small end
Black tape
MgO+W+B
W + B
Y + W + B

A ?
from

/ P at 10 cm
small end(%)

6.6
3.6
3.2
2.0

W=white

R.M.S. of
AP/P(%)

2.0
0.93
0.78
0.52

paper; B=black tape;

AE/E
(%)
17
17
16
15

Y=yellow

H.V.
(V)
2100
2100
2100
2100

tape

Source

13 'Cs
137Cs
137Cs
137Cs

Fig.

5
2
6
7

were kept the same. Four types of reflectors at the small
end's surface were tested (Table II).

We find the worst condition is that, when a black tape
is used directly en the polished surface of the small end
of BGO, the strong absorbtion spoiled the whole bulk uni-
formily (Fig. 5). Instead of MgO reflector and Aluminized
mylar, if a white paper is attacheded on the small surface
the peak near the small end becomes much smaller, and
the bulk uniformity of the whole crystal also becomes bet-
ter (Fig. 6). If a yellow tape is attached before the white
paper, the result is even better (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 5. Peak position of a " 7 C B spectrum as a faction
of sonrce position (Black tape at imall end).
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Fig. 6. Peak position of a 137C» ipectrnm as a fuction
of louTce position (White paper at imill end).
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Fig. 7. Peak position of a 137Cs spectrum as a func-
tion of source position (Yellow tape and white paper
at small end).

Conclusions

(1) Results from beam and source measurements show
that the relative root mean square deviation of the output
peak positions (R.M.S. of Ap/p(%)) for the detection of
gamma-rays interacting at different regions in the 24 cm
long truncated pyramid BGO crystal with MgO reflectance
coating, covered by Aluminized mylar and black tape is
about 1%.

(2) The nonuniformity of the output near the small end
can be corrected by changing the reflection conditions at
the small end's surface, a bulk uniformity of 0.5% can then
be obtained.

(3) A segmented gamma-ray detector with good position
information and energy and timing resolution can be ex-
pected by using a BGO array, but a temperature monitor
for this detector should be used to correct the large temper-
ature dependence of the light output from these crystals.

The authors would like to thank TRIUMF for this beam
test. We want to express our sincere thanks to Prof. P.
Hitching and Prof. M. Hasinofffor supporting this work.
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